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Abstract: Power noise waveforms of a 32-bit microprocessor were
on-chip measured in a 90-nm CMOS technology. A dedicated measure-
ment system combines an embedded programming environment and a
measurement flow that ensures acquisition of noise waveforms during
designated arithmetic operation. Power noise exhibits clear relation
with the contents of computation, where the magnitude of power noise
reflects the occupancy ratio of computing resources of a microproces-
sor. The level of correlation is shown to be different among static and
dynamic portions of power noise. It is concluded that practical power
noise analysis requires the higher-level abstraction of a large-scale in-
tegrated digital system.
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1 Introduction

Power noise is considered as a source of dynamic environmental variabil-
ity, impacting operation of very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits [1, 2].
Physical origins of power noise widely range from device-level principles to
system-level behavior. In the present paper, we focus on the variation of
power noise in a microprocessor, exhibiting close relation with the level of
occupation of computational resources.

Power noise of a digital integrated circuit has been almost investigated
in the simple array or groups of logic gate elements [3, 4], where transistor-
level operation of a circuit is microscopically connected with power noise
generation and its impacts. However, the relation of power noise with digital
processing contents, that will be a real basis of the understanding of envi-
ronmental variability in a large scale digital system, is still unclear in those
experiments.

An on-chip power noise monitoring technique captures continuous-time
power noise waveforms in a digital circuit [5]. This technique is applied to a
32-bit microprocessor in the present work and evaluates its noise character-
istics. This is the first test case that can provide a general picture of power
noise generation of a microprocessor with close connection to the contents of
computation, with the support of embedded programming.

2 Test environment

A prototype chip of Fig. 1 was fabricated in a 90-nm CMOS technology. On-
chip continuous-time monitor (OCM) circuits are arrayed along the periphery
of a 32-bit microprocessor (µP) and their probe wirings are drawn to the
internal nodes of interest on power (Vdd) and ground (Vss) planes.

The chip incorporates 14 OCM circuits, provided a pair of Vdd and Vss
probe wirings for each circuit. Probe points are evenly distributed on the
power planes. Power noise in the center of µP is evaluated in the present
paper, where signals with high activities are concentrated. Another pair of
wirings is connected to an external signal port for the purpose of calibration
of monitor response.

The array of OCM circuits is located along the side of µP and between
I/O arrays and µP. This facilitates the wirings to be drawn into the probe
points of interest, and also minimizes the length of wirings at the output. The
OCM circuits are separately supplied by Vddocm and Vssocm, and isolated
from I/O arrays as well as µP by dedicated p+ guard rings. These layout
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Fig. 1. Prototype chip for power noise measurements.

techniques are expected to suppress background power noise coupling into
OCM circuits.

The OCM circuit, shown in the inset of Fig. 1, accommodates a pair
of input channels for sensing voltage variation on Vdd and Vss [5]. The
input voltage at Vss is sensed and shifted twice upward by a cascade of
two p-channel source followers (pSF) in Vss branch. On the other hand,
the input voltage at Vdd is sensed by a cascade of p- and n-channel source
followers that offset voltages compensate each other, in Vdd branch. These
Vdd and Vss branches are designed to have mostly equivalent DC voltage
at the connection node to a subsequent n-channel common-source transistor
(Gm). One of the branches is selectively activated and sensed voltage is
converted into current by Gm. This current is then buffered by a currentc© IEICE 2011
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mirror circuit and flows to an off-chip termination resistor, Rout. A voltage
waveform generated on Rout is captured by an oscilloscope, as continuous-
time reproduction of voltage variation seen at the selected node of interest.
All the probing branches are deactivated except for a single branch that is
intentionally selected.

A power noise measurement system of Fig. 2 was constructed, featuring
a tight connection of the prototype chip and an embedded programming en-
vironment of a microprocessor. This allows quantitative evaluation of power
noise in response to known contents of digital processing and provides ad-
vantages over the past works [6, 7] for the purpose of understanding power
noise generation in a VLSI system.

The measurement procedure is as follows. The µP is initialized at the
beginning, and then a program of arithmetic operations and a set of input
variables are stored in an on-die user memory of the test chip through JTAG
interface. The operation is repeated for a certain number of times with the
same input variables, and then the result of computation is compared with
an expected value for verification. The entire loop continues with a new set
of input variables one after another, as long as the comparison does not fail.
On-chip waveforms are captured during the iterative operations, where an
oscilloscope is triggered by a return-to-zero (RZ) pulse that is asserted by
the µP at the every entry to the loop. Therefore, this procedure ensures
that the derived power noise information is directly related to the nature of
individual arithmetic operations.

Fig. 2. Microprocessor power noise measurement flow.
c© IEICE 2011
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We have developed the test programs in an embedded programming envi-
ronment, considering the level of occupation of computation resources. The
µP is based on a five-stage pipeline and two-way super scalar RISC architec-
ture, and equipped with four execution modules EX0, EX1, EX2, EX3 that
can be issued in parallel. The execution modules include such as arithmetic
logical units that are prepared separately for integer and floating point op-
erations, and memory access paths. While two instructions are fetched and
decoded at the same time among the two-way super scalar modules of ID0,
ID1, the instruction-level parallelism (ILP) among the execution modules
depends on operands as well as opcodes.

We define the ratio of occupancy as (1) for this µP. The #nn stands
for the number of clock cycles of individual modules occupied by a single
arithmetic operation, where the total clock cycles of ALL is consumed. Power
noise will be evaluated with regard to the occupancy of the µP.

Occupancy =
#ID0 + #ID1 + #EX0 + #EX1 + #EX2 + #EX3

6 · ALL
(1)

Test programs are designed for different levels of occupancy as well as var-
ious combinations of computation resources to occupy. While the higher ILP
will create the larger occupancy, the conflicts among operands or execution
modules may cause stalls in pipeline operation and reduce the occupancy.
The embedded programming environment strongly helps the design of our
test programs since the operation is resolved at the machine-language level
for the purpose of hardware-level debugging.

3 Power noise evaluation

Power noise information is derived for forty test programs, as summarized
in Fig. 3. The first column shows the occupancy of individual test programs
calculated by (1). The horizontal axis shows the identification (ID) number of
the test programs, labeled in the order of occupancy. The test programs are
designed to cover a wide range of occupancy, however, the level of occupancy
is often identical among programs even with the different usage of execution
modules.

Average power current (Ivdd) is given in the second column, measured
by an ampere meter of an off-chip power source. The continuous iteration
of a particular arithmetic operation is needed for the integration time of the
meter. It is almost natural that the larger power current is consumed for
the higher occupancy, however, there are some exceptions such as test ID of
39 and 40. It is considered that the execution modules with smaller internal
logic activity are occupied.

By using on-chip continuous-time monitors, static voltage drops (Vst) and
dynamic voltage variations (Vpk2pk) are evaluated on Vdd and Vss planes.
The third column compares static drops, Vst, among test programs. The
size of Vst for Vdd and Vss are measured from the nominal supply voltage
of 1.0 V and ground voltage of 0.0 V, respectively. Comparing the second
and third columns, the size of voltage drop naturally follows to the average
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Fig. 3. Measured power noise with relation to occupancy
of computation resources.

power current. This is due to the fact that the current flows through series
resistance parasitic to power lines. The resistance on Vdd and Vss are derived
as Rvdd = 0.34 Ω and Rvss = 0.12 Ω, respectively. The smaller Rvss results
from connections of multiple Vss pads through a resistive substrate.

The fourth column plots the size of peak-to-peak voltage variation, Vpk2pk,
extracted from the waveforms. It is of particular interest that the correlation
of Vpk2pk and the occupancy of computation resources is not lost but becomes
weaker, compared to Vst. The Vpk2pk represents a variety of aspects of the
design of the µP, in contrast to the leveled power noise characteristics such
as Vst. Logical depths and delays among logical data paths, distribution of
skews and jitters in clocking networks, non-uniformity of power supply grids,
and so on, are throughly involved in the formulation of dynamic voltage
variation.c© IEICE 2011
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The fifth column demonstrates examples of power noise waveforms, and
gives the definition of Vst and Vpk2pk. Voltage and timing resolution of a
waveform measurement is 100 µV and 400 ps, respectively, defined by an ex-
ternal oscilloscope. The dynamic change of voltage is apparently synchronous
to the clock signal of µP at 200 MHz.

4 Conclusion

Dynamic power noise waveforms are experimentally evaluated against the
occupation of computing resources in a microprocessor. It is apparently ex-
hibited that the size of voltage variation is closely related to the contents
of computation. Considering the limited capacity of device-level simulation,
power noise analysis at the higher level of abstraction is obviously necessi-
tated for computer simulation of these results. This is a technology challenge
for the future, and will provide a solid design solution against the dynamic
environmental variability of a large-scale digital system.
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